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T H E N AT URE O F PHOTOGRAPHY
In the early twentieth century avant garde magazines were typically termed
“movement magazines.” However, that rationale is less applicable for the post
World War II period, when movements were characteristically less monumental,
less common, and less propagandistic.
This is true for Provoke, a photographic magazine initiated in Japan, 1968,
by a group of photographers, namely Takuma Nakahira, Koji Taki, and Daido
Moriyama. The magazine was short-lived, with only three issues in a year, and
its final retrospective issue in 1970.
There is no definitive method for assessing the significance of longevity for
artists’ magazines. While some meet their purpose after just a few issues, others
maintain long and steady careers. Reasons for momentary publications range
from editorial disputes, lack of commitment, or financial drought. Artist magazines that carry on may simply fulfill a different function from its ephemeral
counterparts. With only four issues Provoke left a long lasting legacy on Japan’s
visual culture and sparked a golden age known as the Provoke Era.1
During its year and a half of activity, Provoke sought to question the nature
1
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and history of photography. However, the collective did not seek out an answer,
nor did they prescribe a methodology for its future. Rather, they created a
style, referred to as are, bure, boke, or “grainy, blurry, out-of-focus.” The group’s
distinct style was founded on principles outlined in their manifesto, which spoke
to the physicality of a photograph, eschewing the subjectivity of photographers
or reliance on narrative strategies. The journal was an aggressive investigation into photography. In 1996, critic Nishii Kazuo praised Provoke as the only
Japanese movement to question the point of photography, to address its nature
or the role of the photographer.2
Critical exploration of the medium bubbled from the tense political
climate, in which masses of students swarmed university campuses in protest.
Photographs charged with emotion captured the energy of the movement,
relaying urgency and a sense of youth. They saturated the student movement
with a storyline that Provoke members abstained from. One of its original
members, Yutaka Takanashi, explained that photography
“was too explanatory, too narrational for me; I was trying to make my own
work [...] I was always irritated by photography being a tautology. I think
[Taki and Nakahira’s] style of blurred, grainy photographs came about because of a similar frustration.”3

Still, their manifesto did not issue an answer; their photos did not provide
an explanation. Instead, the magazine reacted in conjunction with student
movements, matching the inexplicable level of complexity and emotion felt by
a generation. And rather than create a dramatic journalistic documentation,
2
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Provoke channeled the presence of active perspectives, voices that rallied or
competed with one another on various levels–domestic, national, and international. The Provoke era surely meant many things for Japan, but at the moment
of its inception, it became an alternative language for Japan’s activist generation.
PRE – PROVOKE
The prehistory to Provoke was dominated by VIVO, which
became the epicenter of Japanese photography in the early
1960s. The group disbanded in 1961 while the question
still lingered: What is photography? As a former member
of VIVO, Shomei Tomatsu became Japan’s leading photographer. His approach was subjective social realism and
documentary-based. Tomatsu acted as both mentor and
role model for an up-and-coming generation of photographers, including Takuma Nakahira.4 Before committing
to photography, Nakahira became impressed by Tomatsu’s
photographs. Later, as friends, Nakahira was introduced
to another photographer, Daido Moriyama, who would
become a prolific member of the Provoke era. It was then
that Nakahira took up photography. Because of this,
Tomatsu could be understood as the “grandfather” of a
burgeoning generation, whose work serves as a precursor
to the magazine.5
Five months prior to the first issue of Provoke, Tomatsu
organized an exhibition entitled, 100 Years of Photography:
A History of Japanese Photographic Expression (Sashin
100-nen: Nihonjin ni yoru shashin hyogen no rekishi), the
first historical exploration of the medium in a major exhibition. Nakahira and Koji Taki were directly involved in
conducting the fieldwork for the survey.6 Handling decades
of anonymous photos exposed them to a type of photography devoid of narrative, pictures that existed outside of
historical context.
4
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F OR M I NG T HE MOVE MENT
In 1968 Japan underwent a process of high speed industrialization.
Unprecedented economic growth brought about an overwhelming sense of
change and waves of societal contradictions. The theme of Japan’s 1968 student
uprisings is alienation, caused by transforming urban conditions, the increase
in independent voters, campus resentment, and rapid modernization that led to
widespread identity crisis. Sentiments of general discontent, the shock of sudden
change, and multiplicity motivated members of Provoke.7
Economic growth and the rise of urbanization transformed Japan’s physical
and social landscape. The nation witnessed a surge in independent voters from
individuals who felt distant from their original communities, especially young
city dwellers. During the 1960s, the number of youth dismissing political affiliation surged in Tokyo. By 1969, people in their twenties turned away from traditional political parties and largely endorsed the use of direct-action.8
According to Eiji Oguma’s 2015 essay on the collective reaction to rapid
economic growth, student-led demonstrations were made violent by hordes
of onlookers. These onlookers participated at protests like the 1968 October
Shinjuku Riot, and were comprised of factory workers, restaurant clerks, and
white collar workers who engaged in destructive acts, despite students’ efforts to
curb this method of protest. Even further, Oguma suggests that these groups did
not sympathize with students’ cause, but were in fact, “depressed by their unfamiliar urban lives and sought a form of cheap entertainment.” Mainichi Shimbun
and Shokun reported that much of the youth gathering at student demonstrations did so regardless of ideology, for the sake of entertainment. Likewise, when
protesting the construction of a US army hospital April 1968, protesters reportedly chanted “This is fun!” while hurling stones at police.9
The generation of students raised in a still-developing nation were shocked
7
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by sudden changes. Those entering mammoth universities in the 1960s were
struck by inhuman concrete constructs. Modern urban cities left the impression
of an unfeeling society that moved students to turn to existential philosophy,
absurdist theater, and Marxist theories of alienation.10 Conventional narratives
no longer fit the reality they experienced. Provoke’s form of photography was
like the absurdist theater that students turned to; it was radically different and
responded to widespread changes. Instead of attempting to rework a narrative
for the sake of continuity, Provoke cut pieces of reality out with a camera.11

P R OVOK E! A ND STU DE NT PROTE ST
Attending discussions about the state of Japanese photography and preparations for the 100 Years Exhibition led Nakahira and Koji to distance themselves
from Tomatsu. Tomatsu’s documentary, yet symbolically charged method for
capturing contemporary society drove young photographers to abandon tradition. Photojournalism was no longer appropriate for a generation experiencing
a completely new, uncharted experiences.
At the time of the exhibition’s opening in June, tumultuous student protests
were leaving a strong impression on Nakahira’s understanding of photography.12 When the magazine was launched in November 1968, Nakahira and three
contributors put into practice tenets of its manifesto that promulgates photography as an alternative language concurrent to student protests, and as an aggregation of perspectives, rather than as a medium that imposes the subjective
stance of the photographer onto history.
In the early 1960s general political apathy was commonly felt among
students. In 1964 sects of the Zengakuren (the “All-Japan League of Student
Governments”) could only persuade a few hundred to protest the entry of a
US nuclear submarine into the port at Yokosuka. But in October 1967 a small
10
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group of Zengakuren activists, wearing hard hats and wielding two-by-fours
clashed with lightly armed police, as they attempted to prevent Prime Minister
Sato Eisaku from traveling to South Vietnam. At this point color televisions had
recently entered everyday households, and images of severe confrontations,
in which one student activist was killed, were broadcast in vivid color.13 Soon
after the exhibition opened, youth revolts in October boiled into mass anti-war
demonstrations.
“Today, when words have lost their material base–in other words, their reality–and seem suspended in mid-air, a photographer’s eye can capture fragments of reality that cannot be expressed in language as it is. He can submit
those images as documents to be considered alongside language and ideology. This is why, brash as it may seem, Provoke has the subtitle ‘provocative
documents of thought.’”14

Provoke magazine reacts to a documentary approach that narrates history
for the viewer, without taking into account the multiplicity of perspectives
involved. That is, the photographer, other figures witnessing the event photographed, and the viewers of the photo itself.15 Their philosophical stance on a
photo’s multiplicity was a major factor, considering the sects of student movements, the various causes they fought for–student issues, national matters like a
US presence, and international concerns like the Vietnam War–and the mass of
people involved, affiliated or not.
Nakahira described Provoke’s pluralism as “systemizing the whole [aggregation] of these tangled gazes, these relations of seeing and being seen that
envelop you.” Positioned this way, photos can adopt a consciousness that is
beyond that of the photographer, a gaze that allows for the entirety of a politicalhistorical event without being locked into a fixed interpretation.16
Provoke was not anti-language, but actively challenged pre-existing
language, just as students were not anti-academia, but challenged their position and engagement in the intellectual sphere. In their publications, the Provoke
collective relayed the same values popular among student activists: multiplicity,
which allowed for internal contrasts, maintaining a more critical persona and
13
14
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thus, appearing less propagandistic, and eschewing commercialism.
Considering concurrent publications, the collective was not necessarily
unified as a movement. Likewise, campus occupations from mid 1968 through
early 1969 are collectively remembered as the Zenkyoto movement–which
branched off from the already fractured Zengakuren. Zenkyoto (standing for
“All-Campus Joint Struggle Councils”) were specific to particular universities and high schools, but were open to any willing participant, regardless of
ideology. This essentially undermined their political agenda, as New Left groups
recreated protests in order to focus on issues beyond campuses. Thus, it is difficult to specify the exact goals of the Zenkyoto movement.17 Similarly, Provoke
rigorously investigated photography’s purpose, but could only endorse further
experimentation, not propose a concrete definition.
The magazine deliberately challenged the notion of photography as art. By
participating in discourse on commercialism, they raised an issue the youth was
heavily engaged in. The magazine’s first three issues appeared as light, flimsy, and
inexpensive objects, forgoing prettiness, beauty, and commercial value.
Its physicality, as a journal rather than individual
artists photos, was meant to be consumed on a whole,
or viewed cinematically as a series within a journal, as
opposed to being presented as prints in an exhibition.
By the publication’s third volume, the issue of commodification of art was explicitly expressed through form and
content. The journal was printed on rougher, thicker
paper. Its photos continued to address the peculiarity of
photographic reproducibility by working with objects that
already existed as printed materials, like consumer goods.18
Meanwhile, rapid economic growth enveloped society in
new consumerism that only helped fuel general anxiety.
Mass production, mass consumption, and the accumulation of wealth, was something wholly new. It led to feelings
of guilt and anxiety for a generation coming from a prewar
ideology emphasizing conservation and thrift. In a 1969
leaflet, Waseda’s Zenkyoto announced their “hatred for this
bloated consumerist society.”19
17
18
19
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P R OVOC ATI V E D OCU MENTS F OR TH OUGHT
Provoke 1 pronounced the ultimate importance of a photograph’s physicality in
its manifesto, signed by Koji, Nakahira, Takanashi, and Okada. In the manifesto,
the collective stated that photos “cannot attain the totality of a concept,” nor
can they supplant language; photography “provokes the world of language and
concepts [...] and is transformed into a new language, or rather a new idea.”20
In their first publication, the group negated convention by taking photos
unfocused and without viewfinder, using wide-angled lenses and pressing the
shutter without discretion, drawing attention to the subjectivity of the machine,
as opposed to the photographer. The journal challenged conventional language
through technique and style that “represented youth, rebellion, despair, rage,
and hedonism” of Tokyo’s youth.21
The journal also included an essay written by Okada, a suite of portfolios,
Summer I, II, and III, by Taki, Takanashi, and Nakahira, respectively, and lastly,
an editorial statement written by Taki. The images are presented as a cinematic
whole. Individually, they risk being read too simply. Men smoking. The city at
night. Two girls on a beach. Read together, however, they are moments of reality.
They reveal contradictions, a call to action and collective tension at times of
leisure.
20
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In the first issue, each section is prefaced with a poem or prose, introducing
the photos as a balance between language and visual reality. For the opening of
Summer I, Taki relays a heavy, unsettling sense of quiet in a heated political
climate, as strikes and brawls thicken an already tense atmosphere. He also
implies a slow moving summer, contrasting leisure and intense political engagement; “even during summer vacation [...] it jolts our spirit, compels a painful
awakening.” What follows are images of students and laborers that highlight
rest and disorder existence and absence, action and inaction, motifs that run
through his text. The other portfolios feature young city dwellers in urbanized
settings and photos of empty trolley lines and parked night trucks. Combined
with images of students and laborers smoking or sitting, the photos imply rapid
industrialization and static energy, motion and stasis.22
In the third section, Nakahira describes summer as “dribbling down slowly
like a thick curtain.” Considering the fervor and tension in the air, his poetic
text conjures imagery of a slowly rising tsunami that will inevitably plunge, but
over the course of generations. “No need to hurry. Nothing to do but tolerate it,
clasp it to my breast like a nesting embryo.”23 Here, Nakahira speaks to students
directly with imagery of movement and placidity. By implying a congealed state
and eventual movement with the slowly growing embryo, he invites the youth to
accept their infantile state and cultivate the cause over time.24
Nakahira photographs two young girls on the beach, taken from a high
angle, grainy, and tightly cropped. With yet another photo of people sitting,
relaxing, it captures stasis or being “stuck fast to the ground.” It speaks to a
feeling of restlessness, a call to jump or provoke the quiet.25
1970
As New Left groups attempted to reconstrue protests against national and international policies, students of actual campus-based zenkyoto began to leave the
general movement. They grew wary of manipulation by New Left groups and
increasingly resentful. In 1969 the government instituted draconian legislation
that drastically suppressed student activity.
These laws, known as the “university management law,” gave greater
authority to police for stamping out campus demonstrations, breaking down
22
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barricades, and combating students with two-by fours.26
As for Provoke, the group acknowledged their inability to realize the
aims set forth in issue 1. The magazine successfully influenced Japan’s postwar
visual culture, but Nakahira lamented that the are, bure, boke style gradually
lost its original power as it was appropriated as fashion or decoration. There
was a consensus, however, that greater experimentation was needed within the
medium.27
Their fourth and final publication was issued in 1970, a year after the
group separated. The book, entitled, Mazu tashikarashisa no sekai o sutero (First
Abandon the World of Certainty) serves as the capstone to Provoke’s career.
Unlike the magazine, the book was an immediate success.28

26
27
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